Heavy commercial
vehicles.
Customised solutions.

FleetPartners is a leading provider of leasing solutions for customised, built-to-order heavy
commercial vehicles. With a wealth of experience across construction, traffic management, utilities,
freight and transport, and government, we have a flexible model to deliver one asset or an entire fleet.

Combining our in-house team of highly qualified commercial
vehicle consultants and specialist supplier network, we facilitate
the build, modification, and refurbishment of heavy commercial
vehicles, tankers and yellow goods. Customisation managed
by FleetPartners is delivered to agreed specifications and
importantly, we undertake an assessment and work with you to
ensure that vehicles meet safety, weight and haulage standards.
We take responsibility for the vehicle during the build phase and
provide a full customer onsite vehicle commissioning service.

Assets that get the job done.
Our end-to-end solution starts with defining bespoke build
specifications to meet your needs, through management of the
build phase to vehicle delivery and onsite asset commissioning.
This process has been refined over decades and is trusted
by some of Australia’s largest government and private heavy
commercial fleet customers. In addition to new vehicle
commissioning, we work to maximise your fleet utilisation and
return-on-investment through our vehicle refurbishment process.
This process identifies assets suitable for body and tray swaps
and the refurbishment of key ancillaries such as onboard cranes,
air compressors, forklifts and generators – typically saving our
customers hundreds of thousands in asset costs.

Whole-of-life asset management.
Maximising productivity and returns.
We apply ‘whole-of-life’ asset management methodology
consisting of: flexible funding; effective asset acquisition;
specialist build and vehicle commissioning; in-life vehicle
management; fleet usage and optimisation; re-financing; and,
streamlined end-of-life asset disposal. This proven approach
ensures you benefit from a focus on the whole-of-life costs and
performance of your fleet, over flexible terms typically ranging
from 2 to 8 years.
For more information about FleetPartners heavy commercial
vehicle leasing solutions, talk to us on 1300 666 001.

Safety. Risk Management. Reliability.
Simply building and delivering a heavy commercial asset without
the expertise to accurately define specifications, can lead to
incorrect and unsafe weight ratios, inappropriately installed
ancillaries and non-compliant vehicles. We partner with only
qualified commercial vehicle specialists, with backgrounds in
engineering, fleet management and the major OEMs, to facilitate
the delivery of solutions which meet Australian Design Rules
(ADRs).
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Flexible funding
Focused on optimal financial outcomes
we free up working capital and reduce
customer asset liabilities through our
Fully Maintained Operating Lease. We
also support in the management of
assets, provide extensive ‘leave versus
buy’ analysis, calculate whole-of-life
scenarios and estimate replacement plan
options.

Competitive asset acquisition
We leverage our national network and
buying power generated through the
acquisition of millions of dollars in assets
per year to acquire assets at highly
competitive prices.

Specialist build management and
vehicle commissioning
Our highly qualified team of commercial
vehicle specialists use a range of tools
to verify compliance with Australian
Design Rules and Chain of Responsibility
legislation.

Partnering with you.
Delivering comprehensive lifecycle management.
Our comprehensive lifecycle management approach is what sets us apart and why
we’re trusted by the operators of some of Australia’s largest outsourced heavy
vehicle fleets.

Streamlined end-of-life asset disposal
Focused on asset uptime, we mitigate
business disruption when assets are
considered end-of-life or at lease
expiry. We have streamlined change
over process when assets need to
be replaced and deliver competitive
re-financing options for lease extensions.

Optimisation of assets
We leverage our fleet management
expertise, our custom-built fleet
management and insights platform,
and optional tools such as telematics,
to monitor and identify opportunities to
optimise asset utilisation, reduce costs
and improve performance.

Full in-life vehicle management
Our dedicated heavy commercial field
operations team conduct fleet auditing,
undertake maintenance reviews, develop
whole-of-life service programs, and
manage incident investigation and
resolution.

For more information about FleetPartners heavy commercial vehicle leasing solutions, talk to us on 1300 666 001.
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